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Emanuel Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers
of our Lord Jesus. We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading. G

INTROSPECTION– SELF EXAMINATION

======================================

Contacts and reactions
We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 14.
Reactions will be published to the incoming order again:
================================================================
The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed
in the next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed
and is naturally included in the subsequent publication

Gerard

=================================================================
Dear Gunter, [Gerard?]
To start with, I would like to thank you for so lovingly share the light to the world and bringing
the kindred spirits united by the common faith in our heavenly Father together.
Answering to your request from last December 2016, wanting to know,” whether there are
house circles or Lorber groups in this or that region”, I would like to inform you that lead
by our dedicated and loving Pastor Egídio Silva, there is a church in Porto / Portugal, where
we have been studding Jacob Lorber’s teachings and prophecies dictated to him by our
Lord Jesus Christ.
It is called “Refúgio Betânia”. You can find full Information about our church and
activity on www.refugiobetania.org. We are a very small church in number but firm and
faithfull in Spirit. The site is the result of hard work and dedication from Pastor Egídio, who
found during his net research the prophecies of Jacob Lorber in 2007 and felt they were the
light he was looking for so long. He shared them with us after spending one year reading all
about the prophet and his work. Then he felt those prophecies did have to be revealed to the
others as commanded by God.
Unfortunately, for financial reasons, we have been unable to have the site
translated to English or other languages yet. But we hope this day will come by the grace of
God.
As far as we know, we are the only church of a kind in Portugal. Applying the principles of
love and charity, we also make the distribution of 150 a 200 meals per week (sometimes
more) to the homeless people of Porto. This charity work has been the result of much
dedication, personal sacrifice and love too. However, as we all know, faith without action is a
dead one; so we must do something with the blessings received.
To those who might be reading this post and can understand Portuguese, I would like to
invite to visit our site, where you will find the “Grande Evangelho of João” in MP3 and also
listen to Pastor Egídio’s sermons recorded during our Sunday services for the last couple of
months.

Thank you for the opportunity of letting you know where we are and what we've been doing.
God bless you deeply.
Your sister in the Lord,
Manuela
Answer
Dear Manuela.
Your message surprised us. I [Gerard and not Gunter] was very impressed by your
interesting communicative words. Please let us know your bank data so that perhaps, from
our approximately 300 readers, there is someone who wants to transfer some money to you
and that thereby you can at least realize your website.
The last few weeks, I was thinking about how I could find someone for the Portuguese
translation of the International Jacob Lorber bulletin. Maybe there is a solution for this!
Because with the Portuguese Language, we can mediate multiple people in order to make
the Jacob Lorber writings accessible in Portugal.
Especially, we are very pleased how you deal with Jacob Lorber-things. It is a very big
Important source for everyone’s soul-existence. Yes, that the enlightened groups of Jacob
Lorber readers and listeners may grow larger on Earth so that the judgment of God on this
Earth will be postponed in the still further rising oppressing time [the Great powers of the
World!]. We may read in the Bible and in the Jacob Lorber scriptures but for how long is this
been granted to us?
May God bless you all and that with your church in Jesus through Jacob Lorber, may be an
example for the whole world!
In love to you all from all our Jacob Lorber sisters and brothers,
Gerard

===========================================================================

Dear Gerard,
Thank you that you published my references on the golden section. I really like to get started
with a German and English version of the geometry of Creation. [to be continued]
About numbers and their meanings.
In the books about Secrets of Heaven(Arcana Coelestia), E. Swedenborg explains Genesis
word for word the spiritual and heavenly meanings.
According to E. Swedenborg, the numbers indicate a capacity. A state of being.

The following is a piece of text explaining the ark [Red.: see link below!] as Swedenborg has
given this to mankind then. The sin-flood was a spiritual flood of people at that time; this is
very well made clear in the books of the Household of God and Swedenborg says the same.
See the text below. All this you can read comfortably on the great site: New Christian bible
study.
Sincerely, Hans
http://newchristianbiblestudy.org/bible/story/noah-builds-an-ark/king-james-version

Answer
Hans, thank you for this tip. It is always worthwhile to engage in this for inner deepening for
the soul. We live in 2017 in a sin-flood again and a new purifying flood is coming! G.
==========================================================================

Prophets?
By Klaus Opitz
"... That's why I've woken up once new seers and although according to another significance
which should show my Words unadulterated to the people. And that herewith no
falsifications enter on the human side, I dictate now my writers (Jacob Lorber, Gottfried
Mayerhofer Leopold Engel) Self, what I want the people to know and what I want to be
believed and obeyed! "
From Gottfried Mayerhofer: Does the Catholic or the Protestant church stand Me or My
actual Church closer? ( Lebens Garten). See also quote in the JLB-Bulletin of November
2016, page 5.

================================================================

Evidence about God?
brief summary
By Klaus Opitz
“As matters stand, the spirit-life is the fundamental basis of all there is and the
material life is merely its visible factor. Whosoever confuses both or even denies the
first, will finally become aware that through his denial the matter is not closed but that
through it, the spiritual eye will only become totally blind and the soul deaf to all the
voices of its surrounding nature.” (Secrets of Life 01 20:57)
The attempts to prove the existence of God in a rational way (proof of God), - as
you know, back to the Greek philosopher Plato, Aristotle, continued by Anselm von
Canterbury, Thomas von Aquin and many others ( the ontological proof of God, the
cosmological proof of God, the teleological proof of God, the moral proof of God and
so forth -. (see on the internet under the keyword 'proof of God existence.
But why should there be proof that there is a God? For the more secure justification
of one's own faith, to establish a rejection of the belief in God.
Surely so-called proofs of God can be a starting point for the critical thinker to think
about and to talk with the so-called atheists, materialists and god-deniers.
"The godless people first appeared in the German statistics around 1970. Even
before reuniting with the atheistic GDR, their number increased significantly and
today they are with approximately 38% the largest group, ahead from the Catholics or
the Protestants. According to estimates, around 800 million people are considered
disbelieving thus every tenth inhabitant of the Earth. "[according to 'Der Spiegel'
49/2016]
On the other hand, the proofs of God can also be helpful to the seekers and
ultimately help those who have already found their God.
From the New Revelation of Jesus, we know that God in Jesus can only be truly
experienced through Love! "To comprehend my creation is not a matter of the mind
but it is a matter of the heart, of feeling!" (Secrets of creation 01_026,30)
“For that reason, every human being has [also] a mind and the ensuing
considerations of the mind. He can become enlightened through teaching,
worldly laws and every kind of experience and then choose spontaneously what is
good, right and true and determine his course of action accordingly. With all this, he
will not be subject to any coercion since he himself chooses freely what he has
recognized as good, right and true.” [GGJ.05_109,05]
The intellect is for the judging of worldly things, to invent machines and make
discoveries so as to make your life more comfortable or to give one or the other more
power to rule, etc. But whatever you may plot with the intellect, My creation, you
cannot figure out its “why so and not otherwise”. (SL.01_030,30)

What does Jesus teach us now, however, Himself in the New Revelation in
response to questions about proof of God?
The emergence of the one from the other
“..For all that exists must be based on an idea why it was created, what its
purpose was and what its ultimate destiny will be. (SL.01_023,04)
"The emergence of the one from the other," if this is so, this must be so. "This
principle, guided by My infinite wisdom, is the foundation of the created
universe, is the foundation of the spiritual world and the basis of any genuine
way of thinking of a rational being which only so and not otherwise, also
following My nature, comprehend My own creation and can suspect My I! –
So you have to imagine the world as a book of just solved mathematical problems
which of course, can only be read and understood by those who are an arithmetic
and logical thinker himself.
“You try- and all of you who are reading this and My previous words, to become that
and you will surely succeed, also in your actions, to establish a regularity, an
order in you that humanly understanding and divine expressed means the
"highest wisdom”
Then you will never miss your purpose and the means to do so. Your life will become
like My whole organic and spiritual creation, where everything within the order
is moving towards its destination, and everything was in the right place, in
order to promote at the right time, the interaction of the mutual worlds and the unity of
the entire gigantic structure and with every step to proclaim the wisdom of their
creator "[ Secrets of Creation -chapter 20:90 ff]
In vain do some materialists try to trace back all the movements and phenomena
in the human as well as in the animal or plant life to the laws of chemical
assimilation; it is and remains forever a wrong conclusion. For, when your
scientists cite to you all the elements forming your body or that of an animal or a
plant; when they prove that this or that consists of phosphorus, limestone, salt, etc., I
will only tell them: Take all these primitive elements and mix them and see
whether an artery, a vein, a nerve fiber or even a pulsating heart will ever form
from them.
Look, you weak blind scientists, surely you can see that in organic life certain basic
elements combine into compounds, producing other substances of a higher order.
However, the whole chemical laboratory will not succeed in producing a single
blade of grass out of all these substances, much less a living being endowed
with organic life! [Secrets of Life chapter 19:9,10 ff.]
See, maybe you want to study scientific books and find in them the laws of nature,
the combinations of the primordial substances, the chemical relations, the process of

crystallization of the minerals, the law of the cell formation in plants, the construction
of the animal world and human, explained. This is the study for a few or the
individual, who, if he wants, can find the Lawmaker behind the laws. For whoever
truly seeks Me, finds Me everywhere; for it is sufficient that he wants to find
me! "[ Secrets of Creation chapter 31:2]
Where there are laws, there must also be a lawgiver, for elements and natural
forces do not evolve spontaneously. Therefore, since the laws naturally imply a
lawgiver, it goes without saying that with the wisest laws there must also be a
wisest lawgiver who is the highest of all wisdom.[ Secrets of Life 30:19]
If however, the whole creation according to your new world wisdom would only
be a work of blind coincidence, would the things of nature also keep their
current permanence of being in all directions? (GGJ.06_087,06)
Do we have in Nature an example, that one thing gives himself laws?" [Secrets
of Life -Ch. 13: 9]
The naturalists, who are often very vain nature fools, have discovered certain basic
forces in all matter, as the attractive and the repulsive force, of which the attractive
as the cohesive or gravitational force and the repulsive as the centrifugal force is
assumed. In addition, the elasticity or the expansion power, the divisibility and the
permeability of the matter have been dealt with quite thoroughly and have also been
classified among the fundamental-property forces of matter.
But if these learned natural fools, as living beings, would have taken a single step
further and acknowledged the all-sovereign and all-fulfilling vital energy as their
own original source, they would have made a giant step forward in increasing their
knowledge. It would not then be necessary for them to weigh up and to divide the
dead forces- which is an all-bored nonsense- but they might immediately had to do
with the fundamental conditions of all Being. Then they could see themselves
and all matter already completely and easily from the right, actual, true
position. But what is actually the most stupid and ridiculous thing is, is that the
living ones are struggling with sole dead forces and in the end they want to
prove that the living force is a mixture and a composition of pure dead forces.
O absolute nonsense! By what kind of logic may effective energy be looked
upon as dead? Can there be anything more nonsensical than to dispute the
fact that visible effects have a live cause? Because dead is, in a certain
respect, much less than nothing. A thing may be considered “dead” only as long
as it is banished from a sphere of activity. The soul and spirit of a human being
may be “dead” when, through a wrong use of their test of freedom, in which they
did not adhere to the divine order and were thus necessarily Returning to such
captivity (matter) were they are excluded from any effective action. "
If, however, energies are detected working in and on a matter, they are not
dead but alive and intelligent. Because no effect is possible without
intelligence of a particular kind and such is also the case when it is without
energy. Since energy is recognizable from an effect, the intelligence of the
energy is, therefore, recognizable from orderly planning.

Does not the growth of every plant take place in accordance with an internal
principle which is easily recognizable? This applies also to decomposition and all
phenomena: their cause must be energies, by which anyone may draw the following
conclusion.
Wherever several effects are detected, there must be as many forces as there
are causes. And since these effects are orderly and planned, herein lies the
reason why there must be just as many intelligences as there are energies in
existence. These conclusions should make it understandable, that matter
consists of souls and therefore of intelligences which are being held captive
intermittently by higher energies and intelligences in accordance with order
and necessity.
When, however, the term of captivity has expired, the individual intelligences
reawaken as the prime substance in the being that was created from out of Me,
the Creator, in the beginning. This reunification is partially the work of the
intelligence itself and partially the work of the higher spirits that are now
familiar to you. [Earth and Moon chapter 41:6 ff.]
What do your doctors and anatomists know, who incessantly dissect corpses
(and even vivisect) and chemically analyze the elements of which the human body is
composed?
To Me, they all appear like a tailor who tries to determine from the garments he is
expected to repair the character and the spiritual qualities of the one who has worn
them. The material, indeed only the coarse material, is visible to them. The quiet
energy, endowed with intelligence which builds these receptacles to the last detail
with equal perfection, animates them and from the moment of begetting builds them
and sustains them until death, this intelligence they do not know, for it cannot be
found through dissecting.
Look at a human brain; what is this tissue of diverse mass, segregated in its
membrane with its convolutions?
Why are these convolutions? Why not one single mass, why the gray and why the
white mass? Some scientists believe to have discovered where this or that ability is
Located. Yet what is ability or passion? Is it a fluid or an electrical or magnetic
current? What is the thinking process? What goes on in the brain mass during the
same?
Look at all this; even if the brain was exposed and all this accessible for observation,
these scientists would still see nothing, for a thought has no body.
It is exactly here in the hemispherical, whitish-gray mass of the brain that two worlds
meet, which, despite all denials, still exist.
As would many a materialist may still want to deny this with some sophisticated
nonsense but in his very denial, in his own person, it proves its existence.
“You see, your dear friend has imbibed the sweet poison of human wisdom from
these books. Following these scientists step by step. He has often in his life found

their arguments seemingly proven and has thus fallen victim to pseudo[unreal]knowledge. This, however, neither satisfies nor consoles but condemns hint
to share with them the sad fate these scientists have allotted to man in creation. This
is, to wait patiently until, after much misfortune and suffering of human life, finally also
his hour comes which carries him off this vale of tears, turning him perhaps into a bit
of water, or ether, or nitrogen (according to their idea). It is this horrible prospect that
depresses him, and since no one has as yet come (to him) to enlighten him, he is
sick and tired of his life and existence.”(SL 01_031,11 ff)
“ I say to you: if you can bring the simplest little worm into existence, then you
can also bring a whole Earth, the moon and the sun and also the other stars
into existence. …. And if the One who brought this little worm into existence,
would not be a perfect Lord over all powers and all life Himself, then how could
He bring this machine to life? And apart from being a Lord over all powers and
all life He simply will also have to be eternal life Himself. If not, how could He
bring that little worm to life? (GGJ.10_170,14 en 15)
"I put it in the creation of everything, even the smallest atom, My Spirit to
accommodate the matter, in order to develop into something big and higher."
(Sermons of the Lord.01_053,16)
"... For God has determined from Himself forever an order and there it will
remain eternally! ''. (GGJ.07_215,09)
The complete abstract "proofs of God" with the chapters: 1. Small Introduction 2.
About human life 3. If you looking for God with the calculation table in hand, 4.
Everything that exists must have had a rationale, 5. the emergence of the one from
the other, 6. Examine everything and keep the good. See below:
www.JESUS2030.de left sidebar under "Einführende Texte".
================================================================

Birth year of Jesus and the year of the Justice
By Gerd Kujoth
About the birth year of Jesus and the calculation time of the Last Judgment, I would
say the following:
When Jesus was born around midnight on January 7, Joseph saw the full moon rise.
Listen to me! – As I stepped out and went on my way, it seemed to me as if I went
and yet did not move; – and I saw the rising full moon and the stars both rising and
setting, and see, everything stood still, and the moon did not leave the horizon and
the stars did not want to set at all! [Childhood of Jesus 1.015,09]
The Jews calculated at that time also the evening to the next day. According to our
current calculations, it had been January, 6th till midnight. Jesus was born around
midnight, so according to our calculations, it was the transition from the 6th January
to 7th January.
In what year was Jesus born? The perpetual calendar and the millennium-hour give
us information on the question in which year on the 6th and 7th January, the moon
was full.
The perpetual calendar can be found via the link below:
http://www.thkoehler.de/midnightblue/m_kal.htm

The reliability of both aligned with each other calendar times confirms the following
research:

The full moon was on Tuesday, the 5th of January in the year 6 B. Chr.
Approximately more than a day later, the full moon was still visible at midnight by

Joseph. A full moon was at that time only in 25 B. Chr. on 6 and 7 January and in
year 6 B. Chr. +14 Visible. The year -6 is calculated without the year 0. If we start at
the year 0, then this was the year -5 B. Chr. This was also the year 748 by the
Roman calculations. The perpetual calendar counts the year 0, thus the 7th January
5 v. Chr. must be entered.
so, Jesus was born around midnight on Wednesday / Thursday, 6th respectively. 7th
January, in the year 6 BC. [Not including 0] or according to GEJ.08_086,03 on
Thursday 7th January after the creation of Adam. A confirmation of this date is also
this, that Jesus eight days after his birth on a Sabbath was circumcised. A day before
the Sabbath falls on a Friday. Eight days after Thursday, 7th January, in the year 6 B.
Chr., Is Friday, the January 15 -6.
After six full years and 24 full years and a few months, when Jesus was 30 years old,
the Teaching time of Jesus began in the spring of the year 25.
[GGJ.02_090,09]]

But in his thirtieth year he suddenly disappeared from his parental
house and is supposed to have stayed for a while in the desert near Bethabara
where the well-known John was beating about, and is supposed to have permitted
himself by the latter (Juergen are there some words missing in this last sentence for
example mention of the baptism that was permitted by him?). From there he departed
as he now is, full of godly power, teaching the people about the kingdom of God,
healing all the sick and driving the evil spirits from the possessed. This briefly is his
earthly life story, which I found out partly from himself but mainly through hearsay.
[GGJ.05_054,03]

But on the day that he became exactly thirty years old, he laid all
his tools aside and no longer touched either an axe or a saw.
[GGJ.05_054,04] His brothers and his mother, still living, all perfectly honest people,
asked him for the reason and he is supposed to have given them the following highly
mysterious-sounding answer: The time has come from which moment on I must fulfill
the will of my Father in heaven, for which reason I came into this world!
A further confirmation regarding the teaching years of Jesus from spring 25 A. Chr. to
Easter 28 A. Chr. is the rarely seen opposition of Mars-Perihelion, whereby Mars was
in the constellation Leo.
[GGJ.09_139,16] Andreas

said: “Truly, Lord and Master, the constellation wherein it
stands I do know, it is the Lion, as this constellation is already called of old, but the
star I do not know. The color looks like that of the planet Mars, as it is called by the
gentiles, but the size does not correspond with the named planet.”
said: “And still, it is the planet that you just named. That it looks
much bigger this year than usual is because it is now positioned the closest to the
Earth. The changeable position of all the planets in relation to the sun and also in
relation to each other has already been shown and explained to you on suitable
occasions many times, and it also was shown to you that the planets can really come
[GEJ.09_139,17] I

close to each other and also draw away from each other depending on how they
were in a certain position through their orbit around the sun. And you still do not
understand such completely natural phenomena, and by that you even become
afraid in your mind, by which fear it very easily can become receptive to all kinds of
superstition of the gentiles
[GEJ.09_139,18] Look,

as already said, this planet is now located the closest to the
Earth and also to the sun for the reasons that have been explained to you. And for
this reason, it looks quite bigger than when it is located far from the Earth, like every
object that is closer by will also express and show itself to be bigger than from a
greater distance. Do you understand this now?”
According to my investigation, this event took place in the year 27. Earlier, it took
place in the year 10 A. Chr. and then first again in the year 46 A. Chr. According to
GJE9-139, it took place in the 3rd teaching-year of Jesus and thus in the year 27.
And herewith, the teaching-years of Jesus could not have taken place from 23 to 26.
According to the apocryphal revelations of Jovian, Jesus was crucified on Friday,
May 28th in the year 28. On Thursday, the 28th of May, it was full moon according to
the perpetual calendar.
Jesus' crucifixion and resurrection consequently took place in the year 28. This is
confirmed by Klemens von Alexandrien, Origen, Tertullian and Eusebius. According
their writings, Jesus died and rose again in the year 28.
-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

[Note redaction: The manual, as Gerd Kujoth states can be found under:
http://www.thkoehler.de/midnightblue/m_kal.htm [free download]!
[Gerd K .: This calendar shows exactly the same days as the "millennium clock. It's
just a little tricky when entering year data in the minus area, so only in the years
before Christ. At the entry of the data, the year 0 is counted. This means that a -1
year, the year 0 follows and thereafter the years +1 follows. At the perpetual
calendar, where indeed the moon phases are visible, the year 0 is not counted. Ie the
year following the year -1 is the year+1. This results in a shift of one year in all years
B. Chr. .To get the date 7.1.6 BC [ = 7 January 6 BC] one should enter: 7.1. -5 ... Via
entering the date, appears for the year -6 the year- 7 BC.]
================================================================
By Gerd Kujoth

The second coming of Jesus and the Justice
[GGJ.06_150,17] Thereupon the greatest revelation through My second return to this
earth will take place; but this revelation will already be preempted by the greatest and

sharpest judgment and be followed by a general thinning of the world-people through
fire and its projectiles, so that I Myself can establish a completely different plantschool for true people on this earth, which then will last until the end of times of this
earth.
When will the second coming of Jesus and the justice take place?
[GGJ.06_174,07] But all this must take place about seven-hundred years before the
judgment, so that in the end nobody can say, that he was not warned sufficiently.
From now not fully 2000 years will pass; and this will be apparently a youngest but at
the same time also last judgment on this earth.
[GGJ.06_174,08] Only from then Paradise will be placed on earth and a lamb and
wolf will peacefully live in one stable and will eat from one bucket.
The second coming of Jesus (the Raptures) in the coming Justice the "general
coming Justice" the "overall separation of the worldly human by the fire and its
projectiles" that is coming, will not take longer than 2,000 years and will take place
after the life time of Jesus on Earth, hence probably in the year 2027 and at least
early 2028. Then comes the millennial kingdom.
That the return of Jesus, seven years will precede with the biggest and the sharpest
justice, probably in the year 2020, and at the latest in 2021. Subsequently, the sevenyear rule of the Antichrist, in which he lets persecute Christians for the last three
years.
However, these time periods should not be regarded as the definitive. The
predictions of Jesus are always given under certain conditions. If the people change
then the time periods and the seriousness of judgment will change. Only a small part
of humanity can ensure that there can be a shift in the time limit.
When the Revelations through Jakob Lorber is marked as gold, I would denote the
Revelations by Bertha Dudde as gold minus and the writings of Franz Schumi as
lead. The Revelations by Bertha Dudde also contain as much love as that of Jacob
Lorber. In particular, the heavenly Father let us see in them the exact settlement of
the upcoming final end-time events.

Remark:
Dear Gerd,
Many thanks for your extraordinary attention on the birth of Jesus and the coming
Justice on Earth. I am very pleased and surprised about your detective work and I
hope to get more response from other readers about it. The utmost care that you
dedicated on it, has also gotten my attention. I will think about it [You have really
spurred me on this topic!] I will devote a special topic on it in the next bulletin. G.
=============================================================================

Franz Schumi and Bertha Dudde
Send by Wilfried Schlätz!

[Red: a few sentences or parts are changed!]
Frans Schumi has made the assertion that the center of the god Jesus would be
condemned for an unimaginably long time if a man voluntarily condemned himself for
an unimaginably long time by his voluntary arrogance.
1.Recreated false father's word by Franz Schumi (FS):
"I have saved man from sin and all the sins that have arised from there, even to my
crucifixion but the sins which man commits in his present life must repent of himself
and my merits do not help him, As long as he lives in sins, he also goes to hell, as if I
had never suffered for him but if he lives piously, he purifies himself by his pious life."
[From a section entitled "False interpretation of the merits of Christ"]
2.Statement assumption:
2.1 Franz Schumi (FS) knew all the latest works of Jesus through Jakob Lorber from
the outside (JL). But FS had these works never understood right and developed with
his mind a false theology about the being of Jesus and a false theology of the
redemption. FS also wanted to be a prophet like JL. Therefore, he made his
erroneous theology in counterfeit words of Jesus, because he wrote all personal
pronouns: I, my, to me, from me, Me, etc. with large initial letters and did as if the real
Jesus had foretold these false theological thoughts. Franz Schumi ended his earthly
life by committing suicide.
2.2. Before Golgotha there was no bridge from the matter to the heavens:
2.3.Jezus via Jakob Lorber (JL):

But now I can see the wide end of the avenue will end quite some distance away
from here. There is no sign of the sea anymore but everywhere there is the lushest
and very beautiful land with garden after garden and everywhere the most beautiful
houses and palaces are to be seen! Oh, this is indescribable splendor!
[GGJ.04_053,03]
My friend says that this is by no means a heaven, but it is Paradise. No mortal has
succeeded in entering heaven as yet; because no bridge has yet been built. All
the good mortals who have lived on earth since the beginning of creation are here
with Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Those high mountains form the border
of this wonderful magnificent land. Someone who climbed those mountains would
see heaven with hosts of God’s angels but nobody would be able to enter until a firm
bridge had been built forever over the bottomless abyss. [GGJ.04_053,04]
This error is attributed to FS in the False words of Jesus. This is where FS is
mistaken when he writes:

"For then I, as God, would be the real eternal damned

because I dwell in all good and evil people."
Point 1.
Here FS has constructed a false father word or Jesus word: The content of it
does not agree with the Jesus' words by JL. Firstly there is only a voluntary selfcondemnation of man through his voluntary pride. And secondly, such a voluntary
self-condemnation does not condemn the God-center of Jesus at the same time! For
through such a voluntary self-condemnation, we voluntarily make our mirror of life
more and more smaller and cover it more and more with a black color, so that the
small, lively, perfectly similar image of Jesus in our inner being becomes ever smaller
and weaker. However, this harms the eternal primal sun of the God-center just as
little as our natural sun harms when we cover a hollow mirror with a black color,
whereby it cannot make a focal point anymore!
Point 2.
Jesus did not have HALF BROTHERS but only FOSTER BROTHERS since Mary
had only one son: the material body of Jesus and because the foster father Joseph
did not conceive this earthly body of Jesus with Mary. These FOSTER BROTHERS
of Jesus came from the first marriage of Joseph who was already a 70-year-old
widower when Mary was entrusted to him as a pupil which he never touched.
Since FS speaks here of HALF BROTHERS of Jesus, who are from the first marriage
of Joseph, FS claims that Joseph begot the earth-body of Jesus with Mary. For only
then would these HALF BROTHERS have been fleshly related to Joseph's earthly
body.
Now, from this error, FS makes a false father-word or Jesus-word, falsely placing
this error in Jesus' mouth:
"That Mary and My Half Brothers, sons of Joseph from the first marriage, came
to visit me when I came near Nazareth and taught there.

Here, FS has constructed a false father word or Jesus word, the content of it
does not agree with of Jesus words via JL because here Jesus himself must have
named His FOSTER BROTHER as "My Half-Brother." Such a human error can
be forgiven if he had written only his own opinion as a human being who made a
mistake.
But if Jesus himself, as the infinitely perfect and infinitely wise, single and sole Lord
God, uses a false naming and thus denies the virginal birth of his earthly body then
there is a false word of Jesus constructed by FS.
Point 3.
Also the turn of phrase: "I let Me nearer to call them to Me ' sounds too human
and not divine.
This FS opinion says expressly that Jesus had only a created material body and thus
was not a true human being because he must have had neither a created nature
soul nor a created human spirit and therefore especially not a created human Iconsciousness!
This FS opinion claims emphatically that this FS Jesus was just pure God and
must have been all pure divine spirit ! But it was proven that Jesus was
both the only true God of the uncreated eternal primordial man and at the same
time also a truly created man.
This incorrect FS-opinion also claims emphatically that the material body of this
Franz Schumi-Jesus from Mary was certainly already deified! Created things like the
created earthly body of Jesus can never be deified as an uncreated but can at the
most be declared to a higher creation or being spiritualized.
The discarded physical body of Jesus on Easter morning was transferred in to a
lower-created substantial soul garment and added to the perfect nature soul of Jesus
as a complete soul garment.
At BD [red. Bertha Dudde] on the other hand, the Bertha Dudde-Jesus [BD Jesus] is
only just a truly created human being as Archangel who had not experienced the fall
of Lucifer, who came down to Earth as a child of God and then rose up again as a
CHILD of God to the formless and shapeless FATHER .
The archangel Raphael did the same when he went down to Earth, to be the high
priest Enoch here. The same did the archangel Michael when he descended to Earth
to work here as the prophet Elijah. For Bertha Dudde claims that God is just a
formless, shapeless infinite power which has no human shaped center. BD thereby
denies the eternal uncreated primordial human = human-shaped God Center. To
save anything from the BD-Jesus, BD had to make a supreme archangel from the
BD-Jesus. The Jehovah's Witnesses do the same thing. They made from Jesus the
Archangel Michael.
Jezus via Jakob Lorber (JL):

[GGJ.04_053,09] But between here and there is a gap greater than the space
between the Earth and the Sun! Thereover will now be built a bridge! By God, it will
surely all be possible!
First, by the incarnation of the God Center: JEHOVAH (= the love center of the
infinite deity) and as JESUS and especially by the endless self-humiliation of the love
center on Golgotha, the love center JESUS -JEHOVA has built this bridge because
the love center: JESUS -JEHOVA has reconciled us all with His infinite Holiness
forever.
None so righteous man has been able to build this bridge so that no man or spirit
had ever reached the sky. For that reason, had all the righteous from ADAM to
JESUS in paradise on the bridge of the deepest matter to the highest heaven, to
wait so long for Golgotha until this bridge was finally built!
But Jesus takes not a person, not a spirit with the violence of His omnipotence and
takes them violently over this through Him built bridge! Jesus let it depand on our
completely absolutely free will, whether we voluntarily seeking to cross this bridge or
not! Exclusively only through voluntary HUMILITY and true LOVE to Jesus, we cross
this bridge completely!
FS [Franz Schumi] distinguishes his hypothesis between a redemption from the
original sin and all sin before Golgotha and between a redemption of sins after
Golgotha and claims so that Jesus saved all mankind from the original sin before
Golgotha.
FS has no idea of the nature of sin which only exists in a voluntary pride of a man or
a spirit
In the choice between pride and humility is our freedom. Hence, it is only humility we
can give ourselves from God! If God would make us humble with His omnipotence,
we would be robots.
[HGt.02_011,12] The

Humility is the only thing that you can
give me, without having received it in advance through
Me.
FS had no idea of the nature of salvation because he distinguished between sins
before and after Golgotha. But the pride of Lucifer and his lower spirits led to the
creation of the material worlds and that is pretty exactly the same pride to which
ADAM and EVA sinned, i.e. let happen the first non-blessed conception of Cain and
that is again, the exactly same pride that we people nowadays sinn against God's
commandments.

Jesus Jehovah can save no man and no spirit from his pride, in that he forces the
man and his omnipotence to the good and to the humility because it can arise only
robots.
The redeeming act of JEZU-JEHOVAH on Golgotha therefore applies to all
voluntary Prides, starting by the voluntary fall of Lucifer and those of the original
spirits through the voluntary fall of ADAM and EVA to our voluntary pride! Therefore,
FS has it entirely wrong when he makes a difference between the sins, i.e. voluntary
pride before or after Golgotha! [See also Gifts of Heaven, 3rd part, pages 75-80,
where the real Jesus through JL extensively describes this bridge building = the
self-humiliation of the infinite love- center and thus modified the reconciliation
between us and the Holiness of God].
Conclusion:
Franz Schumi: Jesus is indeed the true God, but not a truly created Man.
Bertha Dudde: Jesus was indeed a truly created archangel-man but not God.
[source. www.Jesus-2030.de]
[Editorial note, so to speak: we are dealing here with two false prophets and these
two people apparently knew nothing of their partial erroneous doctrine themselves
and that is the saddest and the most misleading!]
=========================================================================

Response on Prophets!
Someone from abroad wrote to me the following - [ I cannot mention the name!] "Until now, God has always used the masculine principle for receiving His great
messages and his wishes. Why now, in the time of "equality" between men and
women, worldly speaking, all the sudden change to a feminine principle ??? Should
the world now follow a 'woman'? Satana in the garment of wisdom? The wisdom of
the opposite? Lucifer's wisdom is for us little people for meditation, to argue against
with our weak human knowledge.
But the Lord has given us recognition signs for distinguishing true and false prophets.
A few months ago, dear Gerard, you have enumerated words of different mediators,
on the future of the painful purifying of the Earth. Among others, Also Bertha Dudde.
There we read mercilessly: I WILL BURN THE EARTH. At Lorber, the same "God
says: WITHOUT DISSTRESS [Necessity] NOTHING WILL BE DESTROYED. Which
of the two prophets represented our most loving Father and Creator? Mine know My
voice - who can still doubt it! WHICH prophet leads the people to the Father and
which prophet proclaims Justice to Justice?

(I admire your courage, to admit publicly in the JLB, that your eyes fill with tears when
you’re reading books of Jakob Lorber! For me also the tears flow, yes, even now,
when I think of the words of Jesus ...)

The fall of Lucifer

The mythology of Lucifer's fall - the fall of Satan, who was once a high angel of light
goes back to Isaiah 14: 12-15 "How are you fallen from heaven, you shining son of
the dawn !?" the Hebrew word "Helel ''translated with' luminous was in the Septuagint
[OT] translated with the Greek" Eosphoros' [given] from e.g.: 'Eos' =the early light
and 'phero' =.to bring, Lucifer = lux and ferre = light bringer. The fall of the first
created spirits is the great separation of which Moses says, "God divided the light
from the darkness" [GJE2-224] Even the New Testament, in 2 Peter 2: 4 and Jude 6, testify about the sin of the
angels. Satan which tempted the so pious Job very much, was in fact the focused
Spirit of his body, so from his various lusts. Satan is the composition of the total
compulsory of matter in judgment. Satan is dead matter and those who are bound in
her, are often for an exceptionally long period of time, Judged spirits.
That what is called "Satan" is the world with all its alluring beauty. And who by the
world and his body let himself taken caught, his soul is therefore a personal devil. In
the world is an evil spirit working which will tempt people through its alluring beauty.
The Gospel of John describes this as the prince of matter [GJE11-17-27]. So
whoever the world and not takes up the heaven in themselves at the same time, is
taking in hell. When the world does evil things, they cannot be good.
================================================================

The Judgment on Earth

A great purification on its way!

If a third world war will begin, it would go this way. [according to several reliable
known clairvoyants!] Which no one had seen coming and thus will come from an
unexpected side. The war would spread over several continents across America to
Japan, Australia and then to all the rich countries. And the war would end with a
small water bomb [note: no atomic bomb!]. Millions of people would die. At the end of
this event, the air would be so polluted that the human can hardly breathe.
The water would be barely drinkable and on Earth and there cannot grow much
anymore. The others of the rich countries will try to flee to the poorer countries.
On this prophecy, the Bible says in Matt. 24:8 "But all these things are the
beginning of sorrows." The true living Christianity dies and churches will run
empty. 2 Thessalonians 2: 3b "unless the apostates have come." [Then there will
arise a gospel of happiness or love ', a great addition!]
Matt. 24: 5: "Many will come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many
"There is a blurring of moral standards and violence. Matt. 24:12 "iniquity shall be
multiplied and so will the love of many cool down."

Many immigrants will come so many that the people start to find annoying and will
treat them hard. The immigration: Matt. 24:10 "And then shall many be offended and
shall betray one another and hate one another."
1 Thessalonians 1:10 "And His Son from heaven is to be expected, whom he raised
from the dead, even Jesus, which delivered us from the wrath to come." [Lorber
speaks of a literally burning of the Earth: Rev. 8: 7 is in my opinion to understood
spiritually! Also, see the Apocalypse of Swedenborg in several volumes!]
Revelations 8:8,9 And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great mountain
burning with fire was cast into the sea: and the third part of the sea became blood;
And the third part of the creatures which were in the sea, and had life, died; and the
third part of the ships were destroyed.
Revelations 8:10,11 And the third angel sounded and there fell a great star from
heaven, burning as it were a lamp, and it fell on the third part of the rivers, and on the
fountains of waters; And the name of the star is called Wormwood: and the third part
of the waters became wormwood; and many men died of the waters, because they
were made bitter.
Revelation 8:12,13 And the fourth angel sounded, and the third part of the sun was
smitten, and the third part of the moon, and the third part of the stars; so as the third
part of them was darkened and the day shone not for a third part of it, and the night
likewise.
================================================================

Jesiah -Chapter 24
God's Judgment on the Earth

1Behold, the LORD makes the earth empty and makes it waste, and turns it
upside down, and scatters abroad the inhabitants thereof. 2And it shall be, as
with the people, so with the priest; as with the servant, so with his master; as with the
maid, so with her mistress; as with the buyer, so with the seller; as with the lender, so
with the borrower; as with the taker of usury, so with the giver of usury to him. 3The
land shall be utterly emptied, and utterly spoiled: for the LORD has spoken this
word.
4The earth mourns and fades away, the world languishes and fades away, the
haughty people of the earth do languish.5The earth also is defiled under the
inhabitants thereof; because they have transgressed the laws, changed the
ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant. 6Therefore has the curse
devoured the earth, and they that dwell therein are desolate: therefore the
inhabitants of the earth are burned, and few men left.

7The new wine mourns, the vine languishes, all the merry-hearted do sigh.8The mirth
of tabrets ceases, the noise of them that rejoice ends, the joy of the harp
ceases.9They shall not drink wine with a song; strong drink shall be bitter to them
that drink it.10The city of confusion is broken down: every house is shut up, that no
man may come in.
11There is a crying for wine in the streets; all joy is darkened, the mirth of the land is
gone.12In the city is left desolation, and the gate is smitten with destruction.13When
thus it shall be in the middle of the land among the people, there shall be as the
shaking of an olive tree, and as the gleaning grapes when the vintage is
done.14They shall lift up their voice, they shall sing for the majesty of the LORD, they
shall cry aloud from the sea.15Why glorify you the LORD in the fires, even the name
of the LORD God of Israel in the isles of the sea.16From the uttermost part of the
earth have we heard songs, even glory to the righteous. But I said, My leanness, my
leanness, woe to me! the treacherous dealers have dealt treacherously; yes, the
treacherous dealers have dealt very treacherously.17Fear, and the pit, and the
snare, are on you, O inhabitant of the earth.18And it shall come to pass, that he who
flees from the noise of the fear shall fall into the pit; and he that comes up out of the
middle of the pit shall be taken in the snare: for the windows from on high are open,
and the foundations of the earth do shake.
19The earth is utterly broken down, the earth is clean dissolved, the earth is
moved exceedingly.20The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall
be removed like a cottage; and the transgression thereof shall be heavy on it;
and it shall fall, and not rise again.21And it shall come to pass in that day, that the
LORD shall punish the host of the high ones that are on high, and the kings of the
earth on the earth.22And they shall be gathered together, as prisoners are gathered
in the pit, and shall be shut up in the prison, and after many days shall they be
visited.23Then the moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed, when the
LORD of hosts shall reign in mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, and before his ancients
gloriously.
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